
THE GEOMETRY OF FORMAL VARIETIES IN ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY II

ERIC PETERSON

Abstract. A continuation of the previous talk: The Geometry of Formal Varieties in Algebraic Topology
I. This time, we’ll discuss complex oriented cohomology theories in general, including the various pieces of

Quillen’s theorem describing complex bordism and its relationship to the moduli stack of formal groups.

Investigating specific features of this stack will give rise to descriptions of homology cooperations in familiar
homology theories. We’ll still try to keep things down at an introductory level for those not well-versed in

such scary algebro-geometric objects as stacks.

0. Last time

Last time we introduced the categories of formal schemes and formal varieties along with some sample
objects in each. We constructed a functor M 7→ ME := spf E∗M from spaces to formal schemes over
SE := spf E∗pt (ignoring issues with skew-commutativity and grading).1 We computed CP∞E together with
its group structure coming from multiplication of complex line bundles in the cases of ordinary cohomology
and complex K-theory. Finally, we saw some examples of other spaces whose cohomology rings are organized
well by this framework.

1. Complex orientations and the moduli space of FGLs

Let’s get back to analyzing CP∞, given our success earlier with it. The cases where our analysis from last
time goes through is when CP∞E is isomorphic to the affine line for our cohomology theory E of interest. These
cases will be called “complex orientable,” and a choice of coordinate on CP∞E is a “complex orientation.”
The resulting bivariate power series F corresponding to CP∞E × CP∞E → CP∞E is called a formal group law.
Recall that it satisfies the following axioms:

(1) Symmetry: F (x, y) = F (y, x).
(2) Rigidity: F (x, 0) = x.
(3) Associativity: F (F (x, y), z) = F (x, F (y, z)).

The first thing we should notice is that the space of formal group laws itself constitutes a scheme, called
a moduli space.2 To start, there is a moduli space of bivariate power series:

MPS
∼= specZ[a00, a10, a01, a20, a11, a02, . . .].

The ring O(MPS) supports the power series f =
∑

i,j aijx
iyj . Any other power series over any other ring

R occurs uniquely as a pullback of f along a map specR →MPS (or equivalently, a map O(MPS) → R)
selecting the coefficients of the power series. Then, we can impose the conditions on the representing ring
specified by the axioms of formal group laws through a quotient, since those are all algebraic — just like we
did for Gm = specZ[x, y]/〈xy − 1〉. Symmetry, for instance, asserts that f(x, y) =

∑
i,j aijx

iyj is the same

as f(y, x) =
∑

i,j aijy
ixj , and equating coefficients gives the relation aij − aji = 0. Similarly, rigidity states

that ai0 = 0 for all i ≥ 1, and the associativity condition is much harder to write down but is still algebraic.
The resulting quotient ring is called L, since Lazard first studied it and found that MFGL = specL was

(noncanonically) isomorphic to specZ[c1, c2, . . .] — a very nontrivial result!3 To get a sense of what these

1These two notations are related: let F be a spectrum and set FE = spf E∗F . When F is S, the sphere spectrum, we get
the above. Then we associate to a space X the spectrum Σ∞+ X and write XE := (Σ∞+ X)E = spf E∗X.

2Moduli objects are very similar to classifying spaces, in that a map S → X to a moduli object X is supposed to classify

some object over S. The difference in verbage is that classifying spaces are supposed to live in a homotopy category hoC,
whereas moduli objects are supposed to live in C itself.

3There are various proofs of this fact available now, one of which uses the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula.
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power series look like, let ζn2 denote the polynomial ζn2 = d−1((x+ y)n − xn − yn), where d is the gcd of the
coefficients of the right-hand polynomial. For example

ζ22 = xy,

ζ32 = x2y + xy2,

ζ42 = 2x3y + 3x2y2 + 2xy3.

Then, the universal formal group law over L is of the form

Funiv(x, y) ≡ x+ y +
∑
n≥2

cn−1ζ
n
2 (mod 〈c1, c2, . . .〉2).

2. Complex cobordism and the moduli stack of formal groups

Quillen’s theorem is the most important theorem in the study of complex oriented spectra; it describes
the structure of a cohomology theory called complex cobordism, denoted MU . There are two parts; I’ll talk
about both in turn, but not about their proofs, which involve a complicated piece of topology called H∞-ring
spectra and generalized power operations.

The first part of Quillen’s theorem states that SMU is (noncanonically) isomorphic to the moduli space of
formal group laws. Moreover, this is really a topological statement: if E is complex oriented, then there is a
unique multiplicative map MU → E of cohomology theories (in fact, of spectra) so that SE → SMU

∼=MFGL

classifies the formal group law associated to the complex orientation of E.
This is pretty nuts on its own — but it’s not over yet! The product spectrum MU ∧MU comes with

two maps from MU : inclusion on the left and inclusion on the right. Correspondingly, we have two complex
orientations of MU ∧ MU , but the scheme CP∞MU∧MU exists totally in isolation of the words “complex
orientation” — so what we’re really saying is that we have two coordinates, which are necessarily related by
an isomorphism. For almost formal reasons, this turns out to mean that, just like the coefficient ring of MU
carried the universal example of a formal group law, the coefficient ring of MU ∧MU carries the universal
example of a formal group law isomorphism. This is Quillen’s theorem part two.

So, we expect an action of SMU∧MU on SMU . This is actually familiar from topology: to all cohomology
theories E we get a map E∗E ⊗E∗X → E∗X corresponding to an action of “cohomology operations,”4 and
in nice cases we get a reverse map in homology E∗X → E∗X⊗E∗E corresponding to a coaction of “homology
cooperations.” Since we have SMU∧MU = specπ∗MU ∧MU = specMU∗MU , an action of SMU∧MU on
SMU corresponds to a coaction MU∗ → MU∗ ⊗MU∗MU , and this is in fact the homology cooperation
coaction map.

Geometrically, what does this mean? Well, to a map specR → MFGL we associate a formal group law
over R and hence a group structure on Â1, an object in formal schemes over specR, together with a chosen
coordinate. But in doing so we’ve made an arbitrary choice — our general preference for coordinate-free
constructions tells us what we’d really like is a group structure without a choice of coordinate, i.e., a formal
group. An isomorphism (Â1, F ) → (Â1, G) of formal groups is a power series ϕ satisfying ϕ(x +F y) =

ϕ(x) +G ϕ(y); equivalently, given an isomorphism ϕ] : Â1 → Â1 of varieties we can get an isomorphic formal

group law by ϕ−1(ϕ(x)+F ϕ(y)). Hence, the group of automorphisms of Â1 act onMFGL, corresponding to
(and factoring through) the action of SMU∧MU on SMU . This data assembles under spec into what is called
a stack.5 In the language of functors of points, what we’re saying is that we’re associating more than just a
set of formal group laws to R: we’re also associating isomorphisms between them, so that taking connected
components of the resulting groupoids gives you the space of formal group structures on specR. This moduli
object, with action SMU (R)/SMU∧MU (R), is written MFG(R). It is not affine, or even a scheme.

The story continues to get better: the modules MU∗X correspond to sheaves over the moduli space SMU .
Well, before that means anything, I should say what a sheaf of modules is over a formal scheme X: to each

4In the language of spectra, an element of EnF is a map Σ−nF → E. Hence, a pair of maps Σ−n+∞+ X → E and Σ−mE → E

gives rise to a composite Σ−n−m+∞
+ E → Σ−mE → E. This is the cohomology operations action of E∗E on E∗X.

5The word “stack” is a bit more subtle than this, actually, but let’s not sweat the details. The key difference is that a
stack has to satisfy descent, which means damaging the sheaf of groupoids a bit to “agree” in some sense with the underlying

Grothendieck topology — and we haven’t discussed that either! It’s standard to take the fpqc topology on schemes, since this
topology plays nice with infinite dimensional polynomial rings, and we have a lot of those.
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ring R and each R-valued point x : specR → X, we assign an R-module Mx in a pseudofunctorial6 way.7

In our setting, this is really not an exciting statement, as MU∗X is indeed an MU∗-module, and any map
specR → SMU coming from a map f : MU∗ → R gives rise to an R-module: R ⊗MU∗ MU∗X. But things
are even better than that : since the MU∗-modules MU∗X are also all equipped with MU∗MU -coactions,
MU∗X is said to be a sheaf over the stack MFG.8

What’s even more exciting is the existence of the Adams spectral sequence, which is a functorially available
spectral sequence which converges to the homotopy of (the MU -localization of) a space X. The E2 page in

topologist’s language is ExtMU∗MU
∗,∗ (MU∗,MU∗X), which in geometer’s language is the cohomology of the

sheaf associated to MU∗X over the stack of formal groups. What this is indicating is that the category of
quasicoherent sheaves of modules over the moduli stack of formal groups is exceedingly similar9 to the stable
homotopy category, and the geometry of sheaves can tell us a whole lot about the global structure10 of the
entire field of stable homotopy.11

3. Features of the moduli stack of formal groups

I want to point out two important features of MFG to get a feel for what it looks like. Let’s restrict to
thinking about fields k of positive characteristic p.12 To a formal group law F over k, we associate an integer
n as follows: set

[m]F (x) =

m times︷ ︸︸ ︷
x+F · · ·+F x.

It turns out that [p]F (x) is always of the form g(xp
n

) for some n ≥ 0 with g′(0) nonzero, and the integer n
is called the height13 of the formal group.14

A theorem of Cartier says that this invariant is exceptionally strong: when k is also perfect, a formal
group over k is uniquely characterized by its height, and moreover there’s a canonical coordinate associated
to each orbit. So, what this means is that the orbit space of formal group laws under the coordinate change
group can be described as a bunch of points: N∪{∞}. We’d really like to understand each of these individual
pieces, and one thing we can study are the isotropy groups of individual formal group laws.

For instance, let’s restrict attention to the additive formal group at the prime 2 with its group law
F (x, y) = x + y. The isotropy group of F is the space of maps ϕ : Â1 → Â1 commuting with the group
structure on both sides, i.e., a power series ϕ(x) with ϕ(x+ y) = ϕ(x) + ϕ(y). In characteristic 2, these are
easy to classify: they’re the power series of the form

ϕ(x) = x+
∑
i>0

aix
2i

for some sequence of coefficients in the base field. This gives an identification spf F2Ja1, a2, . . .K ∼= Aut Ĝa.

6Given a pair of composable maps specS
y−→ specR

x−→ X, we get modules x∗y∗M and (yx)∗M . These are not in general
equal, so we add a choice of isomorphism to our data; this is what “pseudofunctorial” means.

7This is a consequence of the adult way of thinking of C-bundles or C-valued sheaves over a space X as quasicategorical
maps Π∞X → C. The 0-simplex level of such a map is supposed to be an assignment from 0-simplices in X (i.e., points in X)
to objects in C. For us, the “point” objects are maps x : specR → MFG for various x and R, to each of which we assign a

module. So, this deserves the name “sheaf,” and in fact coincides with the classical notion of a quasicoherent sheaf of modules.
8This means that SMU∧MU (R) coacts on R⊗MU∗ MU∗X. Really, SMU∧MU acts on absolutely everything in this picture.
9The “Mahowald uncertainty principle” states that the computability of the E2 term of a spectral sequence converging

to the stable homotopy groups of a space is inversely proportional the computability of its differentials. This is true of the
Adams(-Novikov) spectral sequence too, so don’t get too excited, but there’s still something to this analogy.

10Probably the most striking example of this relation after complex orientations themselves is Gross-Hopkins duality, which

I don’t understand yet. The core of it is to use projective geometry to make strong statements about what the moduli stack of

formal groups looks like, out of which comes some really striking topology. Maybe someday I can say something useful. :)
11Another way that this picture could be improved is to stop pushing down to homotopy/homology/cohomology groups

everywhere, which is what we’ve had to do in order to say, “Ah, look, here’s a stack!” Derived algebraic geometry is what you
get when you try to build this picture without performing this lossy step from homotopy theory to algebra.

12This will correspond to thinking about the substack MFG × spec k.
13The height is basically measuring the size of the cokernel of the multiplication-by-p map on the formal group.
14For instance, the height of Ĝm is 1. By convention, when [p]F (x) = 0, we say the height of F is ∞; this is the case for Ĝa.
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The group structure on the isotropy group comes from composition of these power series. Let ψ(x) =

x+
∑

j>0 bjx
2j , and then

ψ(ϕ(x)) =
∑
j

bj

(∑
i

aix
2i

)2j

=
∑
n

x2
n

 ∑
i+j=n

bja
2j

i

 .

The corresponding map of formal schemes Aut Ĝa×Aut Ĝa → Aut Ĝa sends cn to
∑

i+j=n bja
2j

i — and this

is exactly the Milnor diagonal on the dual of the Steenrod algebra15, which took topologists much more time
and space to unearth.

So, automorphisms of the cobordism sheaf above a particular substratum of MFG associated to a coho-
mology theory E are somehow telling us about the homology cooperations associated to E. This shouldn’t
be a huge surprise — since a complex orientation of E correpsonds to a map MU → E, we also get an
induced map MU ∧MU → E∧E, and hence of homology cooperations. It is a very useful guide for guessing
what E ∧ E looks like in many, many cases.16

4. The Ravenel-Wilson relation

There is an obvious question in another direction though: what if rather than considering the map
MU ∧MU → E ∧ E, we instead have two complex oriented spectra, MU → E and MU → F? Then
we get a map MU ∧MU → E ∧ F . What does this buy us? In many good cases, the coefficient ring of
E ∧ F looks like you’d expect — it’s a ring that corepresents the isomorphisms from the formal group law
associated to E-theory to the one associated to F -theory, i.e., the space of invertible power series ϕ with
ϕ(x+E y) = ϕ(x) +F ϕ(y).

Another thing that’s worth noting is that this actually sometimes gives unstable information too! If we
destabilize the spectra E and F into a sequence of infinite loop spaces E∗ and F∗, then the E-homology of
the sequence of spaces F∗ forms what’s called a Hopf ring, which is supposed to corepresent the space of
formal group homomorphisms CP∞E → CP∞F . This is also a very fruitful idea that lets you compute, for
instance, the Hopf ring BP∗BP∗, or K(n)∗K(n)∗, or K(n)∗K(Z, ∗) (which was mentioned earlier). Steve
Wilson, Doug Ravenel, and Neil Strickland have spent a good chunk of their lives computing huge, amazing
things using this as a guideline.

At any rate, all of this should be very exciting. Cohomology theories are immensely complicated objects,
but it frequently turns out that their rings of (co)operations — also immensely complicated objects — are
controlled by isotropies of formal group laws, which are really pretty tractable as these things go. This is
the tip of a very big iceberg; formal group laws exert immense control on the stable homotopy category.

15The cooperation dual to the Bockstein for p > 2 is missing from this picture as I’ve sketched it. It can be accounted for,
but it takes some work.

16What about the multiplicative formal group law, F (x, y) = x + y + xy — the one associated to K-theory? We need to
work with p-adically completed K-theory, since we’ve made assumptions about k. Then, multiplication by an integer in the

formal group structure induces a map n 7→ [n]Ĝm
(x) = (1 + x)n − 1, Z → Aut Ĝm. This map extends to a map from the

p-adic integers to Aut Ĝm by α 7→
∑
k≥1

(α
k

)
xk. The units of this ring turn out to exhaust the automorphisms of p-adically

completed K-theory, corresponding to the Adams operations. I don’t actually know much about this interpretation of the

Adams operations, so I can’t say more.
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